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Introduction: The DART mission demonstrated the potential for

high-impact divert of a potentially Earth-targeted asteroid. This

impulsive approach is complemented by anchoring one or more

centrifugal payloads and their power supplies onto the surface of a

threatening asteroid. Small (~10 kg) amounts of regolith are collected

and sequentially ejected at 1–2 km/sec in the direction of the asteroid

velocity vector to divert the asteroid to a safe Earth passage over

months or years of operation.

Once landed and anchored to an asteroid, the centrifugal system can

operate indefinitely, entirely on electrical power. This technology can

be designed and built for demonstration on the moon and then

deployed to any asteroid of choice for confirmation of effectiveness.

A commercial variant of this technology could be developed for

utilization of space resources on these objects.

An on-site centrifuge could deflect Chelyabinsk- and Tunguska-size

asteroids to miss Earth within a few weeks’ operation. The asteroid

Bennu could be deflected in a few years of continuous spinner

operation, depending upon the parameters chosen, which would be

sufficient to eliminate a potential collision with Earth in the late

22nd century.

This approach addresses aspects of Goal 3 of the 2018 U.S.

government’s “National Near-Earth Object (NEO) Preparedness

Strategy and Action Plan”—“Develop Technologies for NEO

Deflection and Disruption Missions.” The centrifuge approach helps

mitigate the asteroid risk by adding a sustainable and repeatable

slow-push tool to the planetary defense toolbox.

Case 1 2 3 4

Asteroid diameter [m] 30 60 60 60

Asteroid density [g/cm3] 3 3 3 3 

Asteroid mass [kg] 4.24E+7 3.39E+8 3.39E+8 3.39E+8

Asteroid orbital period [d] 971 971 971 971

Asteroid spin rate [rev/d] 3 3 3 2 

Time before impact [d] 750 750 750 750

Earth miss distance [RE] 1 1 1 1

Projectile mass [kg] 10 10 10 10

Projectile ejection relative velocity [km/sec] 2 2 2 2 

Number of systems 2 2 6 6 

Fraction of asteroid orbit [%] 1.4 12.1 4.1 6.1 
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Summary: On-site centrifuges can deflect 30–60-meter size

asteroids to an Earth miss distance of 1 RE within a few weeks

of operation, approximated as impulsive because it occurs

over a small fraction of the orbit. The 565-meter asteroid

Bennu can be deflected to miss Earth by 1 RE in a few years

of continuous spinner operation, sufficient to eliminate its

potential collision with Earth in the late 22nd century. Proof-of-

concept prototype demonstrations could be done on Earth

within 2 years and then on the moon in the near term.


